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ABSTRACT
Maturity is a relative concept. It varies from one culture to another culture. Even it changes with the change of environments.
A manager shows his prodigality in a bar but strict discipline in the office. Here lies the importance and utility of maturity.
Mature man is always busy with the present. But immature man is less realistic and enjoys from nostalgia and thereby
experiences backward pull. A boy is immature and dances in the street. But a grown up man cannot dance in the street and
thereby deprives himself from enjoyment lest he be criticized. Thus maturity murders merriment of man mercilessly.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather reveals, so it
bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, and
the best critical writing is creative. The present article is
the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal essayist, wrote many essays and notably, Of
Love, Of Friendship, Of Ambition, Of Studies, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation i.e., his unique style
kindled the imagination already in me and encouraged me
as well to write essays, in the light of creative writing, thus
to get relief through Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Maturity means fully grown or developed in mind or body.
As such maturity is so coveted. A matured financial policy
offers a good amount of money. A matured student makes
good result in the examination. A matured man takes
judicious decision. A matured fruit is very tasty. On the
other hand immature attitude causes embarrassment.
Any critical decision cannot materialize due immature
outcome. Similarly, the birth of immature baby causes
problem.
There are two types of maturity: mundane and divine.
Mundane maturity provokes a man to be selfish. Divine
maturity paves the way to be pious ignoring mundane
existence.
A miser is hated. But the miser knows money is the fuel of
life. Absence of money pushes a man towards death
through starvation. So, a miser can’t be held responsible.

To be miser and vigilant there should be a limit. A miser
man deprives himself from enjoyment. But his savings may
be finished for medical expense or his property may be
destroyed due to conflagration or his property may be lost
due to robbery or cheating and last of all he may leave it
after death
A man may die leaving debt or deposit. Now, which one is
better one lakh debt or one lakh savings is a million dollar
question. It is mere a perception. It is a matter of
controversy. It depends on the culture and philosophy
towards life.
Maturity and mundane is synonymous. A matured man can
not be deceived, rather he can deceive an immature
person. A pious soul opines if an immature man be
deceived by a mature man who will definitely be deceived
by the Almighty.
Maturity demands time. Time is the first and last
condition of maturity. But very few people can spare time
causing ultimate failure. If a person does not pay the
premium of a policy it is liable for rejection and does not
mature. If a student does not pay attention to his studies
he simply fails in the examination. A lover leaves if she is
not properly behaved with matured attitude.

CONCLUSIONS
Maturity is a relative concept. It varies from one culture to
another culture. Even it changes with the change of
environments. A manager shows his prodigality in a bar
but strict discipline in the office. Here lies the importance
and utility of maturity. Mature man is always busy with the
present. But immature man is less realistic and enjoys
from nostalgia and thereby experiences backward pull. A
boy is immature and dances in the street. But a grown up
man cannot dance in the street and thereby deprives
himself from enjoyment lest he be criticized. Thus maturity
murders merriment of man mercilessly.
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unfinished monumental works. In fact Bacon's way of
presentation and his unique style kindled imagination and
inspired me to write essays, in the light of creative writing,
thus to get relief through Catharsis.
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Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. As you know well
that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the immortal writer,
wrote many essays, and notably “Of Love”, “Of Friendship”,
“Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The myriad-minded genius
rightly pointed out that all the words of the dictionary can
be the themes of essays one can write. But little has been
done, in this regard since his death, in order to finish his
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